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Editorial
Nurturing Compassion - The Need of the Hour
Dalai Lama has said ‘If you want others to be happy, practice compassion. If you want
to be happy, practice compassion.’ Compassion is the tie that binds every human being
to each other and to the mystery of creation. It is the common thread of all religions and
humanity at large. Compassion does not acknowledge the artificial social, economic,
and religious barriers we place between ourselves and others. It acknowledges the
common cry of human longings, aspirations, and tragedies. When a reflex reaction
causes us to help a stranger, with no motivation other than that person is in need, or
maybe in peril of his life, our compassion is in action.
Developing compassion in elementary and middle school-aged children is akin to
developing muscle strength. The more you use your muscles, the stronger they get.
Children learn compassion through many experiences, including caring for the family
pet. But children who participate in programmes that teach kindness, respect, empathy,
and compassion and who have families that reinforce those strengths at home develop
the muscles they need to become empathetic adolescents and adults. During the teen
years, they reach deep within themselves, access these muscles, and develop social and
civic identities that last a lifetime.
Children have an inborn capacity for compassion. Small in stature themselves, they
naturally identify with stuffed animals, other kids and pets. The tricky part is that their
empathy must compete with other developmental forces, including limited impulse
control—which makes them pull the cat's tail—and their belief that their needs
absolutely must come first.
But with so much hatred and turmoil in the world today, it seems more important than
ever to raise kids who can understand and be kind to other people. Teaching this doesn't
mean lectures or sermons. It's part of day-to-day life: how you answer your child's
questions, how you solve conflict at the park, how you nudge his or her growing
capacity to understand and think about other people. Temperament of course plays a
role—some kids are naturally more tuned in to other people's feelings and difficulties,
while others are a bit oblivious.
Compassion causes us to remain charitable, even if others behave negatively. Research
shows that compassion plays a key role in helping children develop into engaged,
caring and optimistic adults. Above all, the world can never get too much compassion.
To quote the poet Robert William Service:
For God knows it is good to give;
We may not have so long to live,
So if we can,
Let's do each day a kindly deed,
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And stretch a hand to those in need,
Bird, beast or man.
‘Writing isn’t letters on paper. It’s communication. It’s memory.’
As rightly said in the above quote, communication is a key to any endeavour involving
more than one person and writing is a very valuable form of communication. Oorja is a
humble initiative on our part of communicating to you the resolute journey of our
ingenious team at PPSC during the course of the Academic Year.
A highly supportive Management, dedicated staff members, co-operative parents and
ever enthusiastic pupils have all led to a successful year, a year of achievements and
accolades, a year of winning and learning. Through Oorja we present before you an
exhilarating flashback of this beautiful and inspirational voyage of the Academic Year
2016-2017, of course with all the unforgettable moments captured on camera.
Let us go down memory lane and relive the nostalgic moments with the hope of having
many such wonderful and triumphant memories in the years to come. Together we have
been making and will continue to make a difference.
Co-editors
Mrs. Vrinda Vaidya, Mrs. Sutapa Saha Roy & Mrs. Lakshmi Krishnan
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The sixth academic year began with a student strength of 1605 and a staff strength of
118 in the teaching and administration department. The elementary section marked this
auspicious beginning with Mom’s and Dad’s day.
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An auspicious beginning…
GUDI PADWA

First day of the Chaitra month marks the beginning of
the new year according to the lunisolar Hindu calendar.
The day is also celebrated as Ugadi, which is also
known as Yugadi a new year festival in Andhra Pradesh
and Karnataka.
It has many names such as Samvatasar Padvo, Cheti
Chand or Navreh and Sajibu Nongma Panba Cheiraoba
in Manipur.

It is one of the most famous
harversting festivals of India. On this
day the position of the Sun is above the
point of intersection of the equator,
which marks the commencement of the
spring season. Mythologically, it
marks the happy return of Rama to
Ayodhya after defeating Ravana.
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MENTORING CEREMONY
GRADE 10

Mentor and Mentee
A symbiotic relationship that makes both soar HIGH
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EUMIND – 2016
The second International Student Exchange Programme under the E-journal project titled
EUMIND -Europe Meets India has been completed successfully.
We are immensely happy and proud to share the highlights and picture memories of the
Exchange Programme undertaken by 8 pupils and 2 facilitators.
They embarked upon this exciting and enriching journey during the wee hours of
23rd May, 2016.
The group reached Amsterdam on the same day and boarded a train to enjoy a scenic
joyride to Hardenberg.
After an afternoon spent at the Vechtdal College, playing games which were meant to
be the ice-breaker, our students leave for their home away from home with the host
families.
24th May - Another eventful day spent at the Vechtdal College, getting to know the
Dutch system of education, interspersed with an amazing Art workshop and a class on
Dutch culture and food, followed by a tour of the school.
Our Student Ambassadors perform a breathtaking dance, highlighting the rich Indian
culture and give a presentation on the physical, political and cultural diversity of India.
25th May - The group enjoyed a city tour of Amsterdam, walking down the lanes and
by-lanes of the capital, and visited the Gassan Diamond House as well as the Rijks
Museum to get a glimpse of the admirable art works of famous painters like Rembrandt,
Van Gogh and many more.
26th May - Walking through the picturesque town of Zwolle, the pupils visited a quaint
museum of art and modern embroidery, followed by an adventurous and zealous climb
of 386 steps up the ‘Pepperbox’ church tower to be rewarded with a captivating view of
the scenic town of Zwolle.
27th May - A day spent over fun and frolic at the Slaghren Amusement Park, followed
by an entertaining evening of dance and music, watching the annual event of the school,
VC on Stage.
28th May - The group enjoyed a date with the cows at a dairy farm. They fed them,
learnt to make butter from milk and were awed by the hi-tech functioning of a Dutch
farm. In the evening they were treated to a spread of delicacies at the barbeque party.
29th May - After a prayer session at the Dutch church our team witnessed the baptizing
ceremony of a few members of the church.
30th May - An extremely enriching and eventful day at the Vechtdal College as the
pupils get a hands-on experience of dissecting a squid, a pig’s eye and a pig’s heart.
After an interesting session of Sudoku and an enlightening class on religion, it was time
to say goodbye. Overwhelmed with the warmth of Dutch hospitality and tears rolling
down, the group left for the Schiphol airport to board a flight to Paris.
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EUMIND – 2016
st

31 May - A wet and drenched Paris welcomed the group in the morning. However, it
failed to dampen the enthusiasm of our pupils at the Walt Disney Studio in Disneyland.
1 st June - The group was glad to greet the bright sun in the morning as the weather was
conducive to zooming around the beautiful city replete with history and culture. After
scaling the Eiffel Tower in the afternoon it was time to head towards the airport to fly
back home.
2 nd June - Abounding in fond memories and cherished moments the team of
8
pupils and 2 facilitators reach Mumbai, looking forward to welcoming their Dutch
counterparts in November.

Colourful Conglomeration

Enthralling Entertainment

Our Brand Ambassadors

Exploring through Experiments

Ardent Artists

A World View
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EUMIND – 2016

Dazzled at Disneyland

Fun at Farm

Adieu!
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OPEN HOUSE & OPEN FORUM
MEET THE TEACHER
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A Revered Remembrance of Martyrdom
Zara Yaad Karo Kurbani...
Ja_ra yad krae kurbanI|||
A walk down memory lane…
1857-1947

The gallery was inaugurated at the hands of Capt. Suresh
Vanjari, Ex Army Officer
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AGENDA:
 10:00 am to 12:30 pm - An interactive session by Dr. Ranjita Shetty on the Role
of Occupational Therapy in ADD/ ADHD spectrum
 12:30 p.m. to 1:00 p.m. - Lunch break
 1:00p.m. to 3:30 p.m. - Action research presentation by Pawar Public group of
schools
The Student Care Cell of Pawar Public School, Chandivali organized a day long
conclave, The Midas Touch…An interactive session for the counsellors on 20th April,
2016. The agenda included an interactive session on Occupational Therapy for
ADD/ADHD Spectrum by Dr. Ranjita Shetty in the first half of the day followed by
paper presentations by each of the 7 branches of Pawar Public School in the second
half.
In the first session, Dr. Ranjita Shetty took us through a journey starting with fetal
development process and its impact on the behavior of the child in the developing years.
It was easy to connect with and understand the possible reasons behind the peculiar
behaviors like restlessness, inattention and anxiety in students with the examples she
provided us with. For instance, development of auditory perception depends on the 24th
week of pregnancy. She also threw light on the seven senses being the Tactile,
Gustatory, Olfactory, Visual, Auditory, Vestibular and Proprioceptive sense. The
Vestibular sense and Proprioceptive sense were explained in detail. She informed us
about the anatomy of the inner ear, the importance of the flow of the liquid through the
canals present inside the ear. She also elucidated the functions of the vestibular sense in
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THE MIDAS TOUCH
body awareness, balance maintenance, Orientation in space, tone of the body, automatic
balance and vestibular ocular reflex. She also explicated the difference between
characteristic features of Hypersensitive and Hyposensitive children.
She also emphasized on how knowing the environmental factors, genetic make-up,
nutrition and the development of the seven senses in a child contribute in understanding
the child’s world. Thus enabling us to facilitate the child in dealing with his/her issues
and empower the child in a better manner.
She also shared few techniques from occupational therapy that can be used in the school
setup by the counsellors to develop the 7 senses using day to day resources like using
fabrics of different textures (cotton, silk, wool, turkish etc) to stimulate the tactile
sensations. She also resourced us with techniques which can be easily used with
children of different ages for stimulating different senses. She also directed everyone’s
attention to the characteristics of human beings in relation to the right/left brain
dominance. A lot of questions arising from the participants and the patient answers
from Dr. Ranjita Shetty till the participants were contented, is witness of the highly
charged session and total involvement of the participants.

The second session was chaired by Mrs. Meenakshi Bhat. Her guidance and inputs were
a great learning for all the participants.
Session Agenda:
 Moderated by Mrs. Meenakshi Bhat
 Time: 15 min. (Presentation) + 5 min (q&a)
 Themes:
1. Life Skills Education
2. Eclectic approach in school counselling
 Paper presentations:
 PPS Hadapsar - The Efficacy Of Eclectic Intervention With
Comorbidity Disorder
 PPS Kandivali - Developing Psycho-Social Competency Through
Life Skills Education
 PPS Hinjewadi - Action Research On Effective Inclusion Of A
Child With High Functioning Autism
 PPS Dombivali - Ubuntu- I Am Because We Are
 PPS Nanded City - Eclectic Approach In School Counselling
 PPS Bhandup - Eclectic Therapeutic Intervention For The Children
With Special Needs
 PPS Chandivali - We Are Wired To Connect...
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THE MIDAS TOUCH
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TEACHER’S DAY CELEBRATION

Best Debutante
Sudeshna Saha, Aju Aniyan, Chandrima Sarkar,
Madhurima Chattopadhyay & Roopa Salian
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…because every picture tells a story…
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JOY OF GIVING – ‘Ek Mutthi Anaaj’
‘It blesseth him that gives and him that takes’ so
said Shakespeare. How true it is of a good deed
done to the society! The joy of giving helps to
create the joy of receiving. If we light a lamp for
someone, it will also lighten our path. To experience
this real joy of giving Pawar Public School
Chandivali celebrated the ‘Joy of Giving’ week by
collecting clothes, toys, books and handful of grains
from each child in the school (‘Ek muthi anaaj’) for
an orphanage and old age home.
It is important to encourage children to make a contribution to other people’s lives.
Through these activities, students learn the importance of sharing and experience the
joy of giving. The children also shared gifts of love and care with their classmates. By
the end of the week, the students and staff were enriched with the ‘joy of giving’
experience.
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DIWALI PARTY – Making of creative
Diyas, Kandils, Rangoli and Torans
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CHILDREN’S DAY
JOY OF CHILDHOOD
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Vachan Prerana Diwas
One Nation Reading Programme

DROP
EVERYTHING
AND READ
READ
TO
LEAD
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ANNUAL ATHLETIC MEET
&
SPORTS DAY
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SPORTS DAY – GRADE 6 TO 10
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Espirit De Corps

Aarohan, the sixth Annual Athletic Meet for the pupils of Grade 2 to Grade 5 and
Nursery to Grade 1 was held on 15th December, 2016 and 16th December, 2016
respectively. Our Principal, Dr. Madhura Phadke graced the occasion with her presence
and declared the Meet open. After the torch run the children took the oath to abide by
the rules and regulations of the athletic event with honesty and integrity. This was
followed by various races. The confidence and beaming smiles of the winners treading
towards the victory stand made us beam with pride as well.
The Sports Day for the pupils of Grade 6 to 10 was held on 17th December, 2016. The
occasion was graced by the dignified presence of Air Commodore SS Kothari V.M.
The coordinated march past and spectacular drill displays enthralled the audience. The
agile sports activities of the pupils reflected the training, support and guidance provided
by our energetic and efficient facilitators from the department of Physical Education.
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FAIRY TALE PARTY – Christmas Celebration
On 23rd December, 2016 we celebrated the birth of
Jesus Christ in a grand manner. Our teachers decorated
the crib and Christmas tree in the lobby.
Christmas is a time to give and forgive, and is
celebrated everywhere as a joyous event. We too
celebrated Christmas as a happy time for our children.
Our children dressed as Princes and Princesses for a ‘Fairy Tale Party’. Santa Claus
went to each class to wish children ‘Merry Christmas’, danced with them and
distributed delicious cakes. Children were very happy and surprised to see Santa.
Teachers played and sang Christmas carols in classrooms. Children were dancing and
enjoying the party.
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A PARADISE ON EARTH - EXHIBITION ON JAMMU,
KASHMIR & LADAKH
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With sorrow in our heart and pride in our mind, the school bid farewell to the third
batch of Grade 10 pupils on the 30th of January, 2017. The pupils of Grade 10 looked
gorgeous and radiant in traditional attire. The pupils of Grade 9 played the perfect host
and entertained the tenth Graders with enthralling performances in the form of dance,
skit, songs and games. The beauty pageant for adjudging the Master and Miss PPSC
was the most awaited event of the day. The pupils walked the ramp and went through
the various rounds like professionals. The judges who graced the function were Asmita
Dube, a young and dynamic professional, working as an internal auditor with Ernst &
Young and Captain Sushant Singh, an efficient pilot by profession along with his
beautiful wife, Mrs. Zeenie Singh, a former air hostess and Mrs. Ashwini Tuljapurkar, a
tennis player. With tears in our eyes we bid adieu to our dear children, wishing them all
the best for their future endeavours.
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Miss PPSC

Sayli Godse

Master PPSC

Taresh Batra

Miss
Congeniality

Radhika Dalal

Master Popular

Jeffrey Mathew

Miss Versatile

Mansi Nagvekar

Master All rounder

Vedanth Shetty

Best Smile
(Female)

Jhalak Dave

Best Smile
(Male)

Taresh Batra

Best Catwalk
(Female)

Siddhi Shetty

Best Catwalk
(Male)

Vinamra Baghel

Best Dressed
(Female)

Sowbhaghya Shetty

Best Dressed
(Male)

Vedanth Shetty
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On 3rd September, 2016, the pupils of Grade 10 enlivened the stage with their
exemplary and mesmerising performance on the occasion of the Annual Day of Grade
10. They enacted a play titled ‘Cash 2 Kash’, which was based on ‘Rikta’, a Marathi
story authored by the prominent writer, Advocate Manjari Datey, who, to our pleasure,
was herself present to grace the occasion and bless the pupils. Under the able guidance
of Mr. Ramesh Shah, who had also penned down the script, the pupils of Grade 10
exhibited commendable acting skills that was applauded and appreciated profusely by
the audience. The pupils were beaming with pride after the successful staging of the last
play of their school life.
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Inspired by Suddhasatwa Basu’s ‘Ek Bajarbattu Ka Geet’ , this play depicts
how routine work though boring becomes your area, your field and your
face.
The real essence of life then is to be content with who you are and what you
do.
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The two-hour long Annual Day show held on 31st
January, 2017, by Grade 2 titled ‘Kal Aaj aur Kal’
was a dance-drama which highlighted the important
events of Lord Krishna’s birth, childhood, youth and
Krishna as the Supreme Power. The street play
connected our modern times with the glory of Lord
Krishna and depicted moral values of generosity, compassion, kindness, humility, love
and friendship. Children presented a harmonious ensemble of the epic that captivated
and enthralled the audience.
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The theme of women empowerment was depicted in this captivating saga of
fairy tales with a twist.
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A musical tale staged under the insightful direction of
Mrs. Anraddha Murthy, ‘Oh No! Diversion Ahead’, enthralled the audience
with the soulful rendition of songs and array of dances. The play has been
inspired by Swati Raje’s ‘Road’.
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The play was a tribute to Chhtrapati Shivaji Maharaj and depicted various
events in the life of the great King.
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FIELD TRIP – MONGILAND
GRADE 1 TO 4

FIELD TRIP – FUNSHALA
NURSERY – Sr. KG.
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FIELD TRIP – MAGIC FOREST ECO PARK, WADA
GRADE 5 TO 7
On the 26th of September, 2016, the pupils of Grade 5, 6 and 7, along with a few
facilitators, embarked upon an extremely enjoyable and adventurous field trip to the
Magic Forest Eco Park at Wada, near Thane. The fun filled day was packed with
activities and games that kept the children on their toes. The tractor ride was the
highlight of the day and the children kept asking for more. The rural and rustic
countryside, nestled amidst towering mountains was a perfect setting to provide the
children with an experience of breathing in a pollution free environment. The children
spent an enriching day and returned with memories to be cherished.
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FIELD TRIP – GRADE 8 & 9
ANGLO EASTERN MARITIME ACADEMY, KARJAT
We organised a one-day field trip to the Anglo Eastern
Maritime Academy at Karjat on the 28th and 29th of
September, 2016 for the pupils of Grade 8 and Grade 9
respectively. Under the supervision of a few facilitators the
pupils enjoyed the visit to the Maritime Academy. They
were privileged to get an insight into the life of the seafarers,
the rigorous trainings they undergo, the safety measures and
equipment used and many other aspects in the life of a sailor. The children were left
speechless on realising the hardships the sailors have to undergo on a daily basis. After
spending a meaningful and enlightening day at the Maritime Academy, our pupils
returned home feeling enriched as well as humbled.
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SCHOOL SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
BRINGING THE WALLS OF SAKINAKA POLICE STATION ALIVE
WITH APT SOCIAL MESSAGES
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SCHOOL SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Face lifting of Bhandup Railway station

WATER DONATION DRIVE
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SCHOOL SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
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SCHOOL SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
CYCLOTHON – Maximum participation by PPSC

WALKATHON – FOR A GREENER PLANET
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SCHOOL SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
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GRADE 10 – ICSE RESULTS
2015-2016
CONGRATULATIONS!!!

ICSE 2015-2016

OUR SECOND BATCH MAKES US
PROUD WITH CENT PERCENT
RESULT AND A SCHOOL AVERAGE
OF 88.4%

DISTINCTION – 91%
FIRST CLASS – 9%

Students Overall Performance
2%

6% 14%

Above 95%
90% to 95%
85%to 89%

34%

75% to 84%

30%

70% to 74%
60% to 70 %

14%

9
%

Distinction
First Class

91
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ENGLISH STORY TELLING – GRADE 1

ART COMPETITION – GRADE 6 TO 10
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CRAFT COMPETITION – GRADE 1 TO 5
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QUIZ COMPETITION – GRADE 6 & 7

SOLO DANCE – GRADE 2 & 3
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ENGLISH CREATIVE & HANDWRITING – GRADE 8,9 & 10

ENGLISH CREATIVE & HANDWRITING – GRADE 6 & 7

AD-MAD- SHOW – GRADE 6 & 7
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ENGLISH STORY TELLING – GRADE 1

ENGLISH POETRY RECITATION – GRADE 2 & 3

HINDI STORY TELLING – GRADE 4 & 5

MARATHI STORY TELLING – GRADE 4 & 5

ENGLISH BASIC LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY– GRADE 8, 9 & 10
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SHOW & TELL – GRADE 1

SOLO SINGING – GRADE 2 TO 5

BASIC MATHEMATICAL SKILLS – GRADE 6 & 7

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE QUIZ –GRADE 8 TO 10
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OUR HUMBLE TRIBUTE TO DR. A.P.J. ABDUL KALAM
ESSAY WRITING - GRADE 5 TO 10

Vayu

-

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE QUIZ –GRADE 4 TO 7
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TEXTUAL CHARACTERS COME ALIVE – GRADE 6 & 7

TEXTUAL CHARACTERS COME ALIVE – GRADE 8 TO 10
Jal

SCIENCE QUIZ – GRADE 6 TO 9

HINDI HANDWRITING – GRADE 6 & 7
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PLEDGE TAKING – GRADE 8

NEWS READING – GRADE 9

CRAFT COMPETITION – GRADE 1
TOPIC - BOOK MARK

CRAFT COMPETITION – GRADE 2
TOPIC – ENVELOPE DECORATION

CRAFT COMPETITION – GRADE 3
TOPIC – ICE CREAM STICK CRAFT

CRAFT COMPETITION – GRADE 4
TOPIC – PEN STAND
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AD-MAD SHOW – GRADE 4 and 5

TAP THE TALENT – GRADE 1

• Inter-School Essay and Poster Making Competition

st

• Secured 1 Rank in the National Level Science Talent Search Examination 2016

•

Inter-School Event held at N.L Dalmia Graffiti Painting

Football (Penalty Shootout)
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XPRESS MATH: SECONDARY

MASTERMINDS NATIONAL CHAMPIONS
ENGLISH

MATHEMATICS

•

GEOGRAPHY

SCIENCE

MARRS EXPRESS MATH NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP HELD AT BIRLA INSTITUTE OF
TECHNOLOGY & SCIENCE (BITS-PILANI), GOA

• MARRS WORD CHASE NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP
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SOF – 6 INTERNATIONAL ENGLISH OLYMPIAD
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SOF – 6 INTERNATIONAL ENGLISH OLYMPIAD
Name

School

State

International

Rank

Rank

Rank

Award won

Aditya Sudhish

2

4

4

Zonal Gold Medal+ Merit Certificate

Yash Kumar

8

23

23

Gold Medal of Excellence+ Certificate of
Excellence+ Merit Certificate

Ashutosh Kalbhande

6

14

14

Gold Medal of Excellence+ Certificate of
Excellence+ Merit Certificate

Avneesh Kulkarni

4

9

9

Gold Medal of Excellence+ Certificate of
Excellence+ Merit Certificate

Sutirtha Chakraborthy

10

32

33

School Silver Medal

Aditi Gupta

4

9

9

Gold Medal of Excellence+ Certificate of
Excellence+ Merit Certificate

Swara Shende

11

44

45

Gold Medal of Excellence+ Certificate of
Excellence+ Merit Certificate

Vedant Kamothi

5

13

13

Gold Medal of Excellence+ Certificate of
Excellence+ Merit Certificate

Fatema Vora

3

8

8

Gold Medal of Excellence+ Certificate of
Excellence+ Merit Certificate

Shrey Ramchandran

9

31

32

School Gold Medal

Ishant Mishra

7

18

18

Gold Medal of Excellence+ Certificate of
Excellence+ Merit Certificate

Aarna Gupta

3

41

41

School Gold Medal

Anaisha Hegde

4

43

43

School Silver Medal

Rohini Verma

1

11

11

Gold Medal of Excellence+ Certificate of
Excellence+ Merit Certificate

Krishnali Prabhu

5

54
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School Bronze Medal

Maria Ann George

2

24

24

Gold Medal of Excellence+ Certificate of
Excellence+ Merit Certificate

Roshal Mathew

2

516

713

School Silver Medal

Venessa Lobo

3

523

728

School Bronze Medal

Abhinav Bijlani

1

221

302

School Gold Medal

Tahira Lobo

1

84

117

School Gold Medal
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INTERSCHOOL SPORTS EVENT ‘MERAKI’ ORGANIZED BY JANKIDEVI PUBLIC SCHOOL
Under 16 Throwball Girls Team

Under 14 Football Boys Team

Swimming

DODGE BALL GIRLS TEAM AMONGST 40 SCHOOLS AND 4000 PARTICIPANTS IN THE
EVENT CASCADE 2016
ORGANISED BY JAMNABAI NARSEE SCHOOL ON 6th AND 7th AUGUST, 2016.
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Performing Arts titled ‘MIC CHECK’
NAME

GRADE

Position

Namay Khanna

9A

Third

Jatin Pawahanee

9C

Kulsoom Javeed

9C

‘Talaash’

JUDO 10 under 14 boys (40Kg Category) in association of ICSE
Schools of Maharashtra held at Vibgyor School, Goregaon

Inter-School Science Quiz Competition held at Gopal Sharma
International School.

Renaissance organised by Universal High School, Malad
Mask your personality!! Mask Making

Mingle to Jingle – Poster Making

Bring Out The Actor In You
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‘Peas Festival’ Organised by Billabong High International School, Thane
Poster Making along with an appropriate slogan

Poetry Writing Cum Painting Festival(Seniors)

UNIFIED CYBER OLYMPIAD

th

SOF – 16 NATIONAL CYBER OLYMPIAD (LEVEL ONE)
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ALL INDIA OPEN MATHEMATICS
SCHOLARSHIP EXAMINATION 2016

CLASH OF PI CONTEST
NAME

GRADE

NATIONAL RANK

Anamika Rane

6

-

Kabir Vyas

9

-

‘Peas Festival’ Organised by Billabong High International School, Thane

Poster Making along with an appropriate slogan

Poetry Writing Cum Painting Festival(Seniors)
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Inter-School Drawing Competition organized by
Tata Power in Lonavala

Arya Patil
Grade 7A
nd

2 prize
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MAARs Xpress Maths National Level Competition held at
Birla Institute of Technology & Science (BITS-Pilani), Goa

Vidita Srivastava
Grade 2B

Kavish Marwah
Grade 2C

Secured 8 Rank

Secured 12 Rank

th

th

Ms. Benafsha Behram Vaid’s drawing got
selected in Zonal Level CAMLIN Art Contest.
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First Position in Graffiti Painting

Ms. Niyati Gollerkeri &
Ms. Manaal Siddiqui –
Grade 10 B

N.L Dalmia’s Interschool Event – Athena

Second Position in Football
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‘Best Mini Club’
2015-2016
National Award
by
Tata Power

‘MERAKI’ Inter-school Sports Event

Silver Medal –
Throw ball

‘MERAKI’ - Inter-school Sports Event
Bronze Medal Football
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‘MERAKI’ - Inter-school Sports Event

Bronze Medal - Swimming

Nirmeet Udeshi
Grade 5C

Neha Kharkar
Grade – 4A

Phata Poster Nikla Hero Art Competition

First Position
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1st position - Throwball
rd

& 3 Position – Tug of War

Inter-School Science Quiz Competition

st

1

Prize -Vinamra Bhagel &Taresh Batra –
10A

rd

3 Prize - Shrey Deshmukh & Nidhin Sreekumar –
10B
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NIE ART COMPETITION

nd

2 Prize - Aadhi Ilanchezhiyan - 9A
Consolation Prize - Avishi Rao - 7A
Gift voucher - Harjot Singh Gidda - 5B

PEAS FESTIVAL
Poster Making along with
appropriate slogan
rd

3 Position - Avishi Rao - 7A &
Chinmayi Bhogle - 7 A
Poetry Writing Cum Painting
Festival ( Senoirs)
nd

2

Position - Saher Shaikh &
Ananya Ranjit - 9B
Poetry Writing Cum Painting
Festival (Seniors)
Special Award. Roshani Poojari &
Supriya Rangarajan - 9C
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RENAISSANCE INTER-SCHOOL COMPETITION

Mask your Personality
1st Prize - Pranjal Patil - 10A
Poster Making
1st Prize - Manaal Siddiqui &
Niyati Gollerkeri –
10B
Bring out the Actor in You
3rd Prize - Nidesh Gomai - 5A

Quiz (Cricket) Competition

First position
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KALANUBHUTI COMPETITION

rd

3 prize - Solo Singing Competition, Duet Singing Competition,
Instrumental Playing.

KALANUBHUTI
COMPETITION

rd

3 prize - Hand Painting Competition,
Mask and Poster Making Competition
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CHESS TOURNAMENT

FIRST POSITION - MASTER SHAURYA KHADILKAR

DISTRICT LEVEL KARATE CHAMPIONSHIP

GOLD MEDAL
MISS. JAHNAVI KHANDELWAL - WIN CATEGORY UNDER 8
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JUDO

Master Ved Thonse, Grade 7A - Gold Medal in 10 under 14
boys - in association with ICSE Schools of Maharashtra

National Level Sport Quiz Competition

st

1 Prize - Vansh Joishar - 7C
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ALL INDIA INTER-SCHOOL ENGLISH SPELL
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Science Expo - Young Energy Savers
First Prize

Sachhidananda Mahapatro
Ravi Ramanathan
Arnav Patra
demonstrating their project on
‘Renewable Sources of Energy’

Sachhidananda Mahapatro
Ravi Ramanathan
Arnav Patra
with a trophy and a cash
price of ` 30,000.

Juee Katkar
Aishwarya Jadhav
demonstrating their project

on
‘Renewable Sources of Energy’
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PPS Inter-School Cricket Tournament
st

1 Prize Trophy- PPSC Senior Boys
Runner Up Trophy- PPSC Junior Boys
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STRESS MANAGEMENT

Life is like a mountain, difficult to climb;
But, once you get to the top, the view from there is just beautiful.
If we want to become something in life, definitely we have to work hard, go through a lot of
difficulties, prepare ourselves for tough times and yet keep on moving forward in life. Sometimes it
becomes difficult, but that does not mean that we make things even worse for us as well as for others.
Stress management is of utmost importance to teenagers as well as adults who are burdened with so
many things on their shoulders. They have to study, work, manage friends and family as well. It is
very easy to just get stressed up and do nothing at all, just sit and think about the difficulty. Be it an
examination or an important interview, there is no point in taking stress; instead, we must find new
ways to get rid of this stress. A person is stressed may be either because he is not well prepared or
because he or she has wasted a lot of time. The first step to avoid stress is time management. I always
prepare a time-table for myself, in which I set my goals for a particular day or week and so my time is
not wasted. The time-table should be flexible, so that you feel like following it and once you have set
time for everything, you will see that things are happening perfectly and you don’t have to undergo
any stress.
Another way to reduce stress is yoga. I practise yoga every morning. It not only rejuvenates me, but
also makes my mind clear of all the stress and cools me down. Yoga will help you to calm down and
hence, this will help you to concentrate on your studies and focus on them. Taking stress is of no use
as it only results in depressing you and changing your outlook towards life, eventually making you
weak, both physically as well as mentally.
Music is another way of reducing stress. If you feel stressed out and unable to find a solution, just take
your headphones and go out for a walk, taking in the fresh air with melodious music soothing your
ears. This will help you to forget about all the troubles that lead to stress and will eventually give you
so much energy, that you will feel motivated to start all over again.
After all, life is too short to waste it in taking stress and spending our energy. Do not lose hope and
just keep saying to yourself, “I can do it and I will do it.”

Priyanka Mohite
10 A
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The Apertures of your Soul
‘Seeing is believing!’ That’s what they always say. It’s known that if you do not actually see
something happening, never believe it, do not give an opinion about it. This is an advice that has been
passed on from our ancestors for ages. But what if that ability itself is taken away from us?
‘When we lose a person, we just don’t lose him, we lose an entire vocabulary’, said John Green in his
book ‘Paper Towns’. But when we lose the ability to see, we feel that we have lost the connection –
the connection we have with the world. The ability to view all the aesthetic objects and entities around
us, to contemplate over its vibrancy, beauty and appearance. The thought itself would scare me and
make me vulnerable. How will I ever be able to comprehend what I see? Losing the eye to the real
world would surely drive us berserk. Losing our eyesight would be losing contact! How would I go
about with my day to day activities? How would I ever know the way to the beloved refrigerator?
Jokes apart, how would we be able to communicate and socialise with people with the same comfort
level as we normally have, even if this ability is taken away for a day or two. When we lose something
which never mattered normally, we realise its importance and how much we would have craved for it
if we never had it.
If we pause a second here, how many of us actually wake up in the morning and first of all thank God
for everything we have? Losing our eyesight, how will we carry out our daily chores? We would end
up picking the milk cartons instead of the juice box, bite into a rubber ball instead of an apple, or wait
at the same traffic signal for what would seem to be forever to cross a road which would normally take
less than five minutes! It is a brave thing to survive in a world without eyesight, where you always
have to keep your five senses alert and depend a lot on the sixth one. Playing ‘catch me’ with
blindfolds even for a short period of time is so difficult. How are we expected to have an emotional
connect with our family and friends whom we cannot even see? Taking every step forward would be
like taking a giant leap of faith. The fearful, uncertain and vulnerable feeling is simply inexpressible
and terrifying.
I truly heave a sigh of relief when I realise that I do not have to play the game of blindfold forever. For
all those who are fortunate like me, your eyes are the best canvas. Value them, for your eyes are the
apertures of your soul.

Sayli Godse
10 A
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The Chasm
“Shrey, what have you done? Switch on the lights again and stop smothering me with a blanket this
instant.” I yelled out angrily at my brother. I got no response. My patience was running thin. However,
I repeated the order, but to no avail. The I heard my brother’s voice coming from a distant. “What has
happened, Snigdha? I am standing right here! I have not done anything.” “But where exactly are you
standing? I cannot see you.” My brother laughed aloud and told me that I was staring at him and added
jokingly that if I could not see him, I was blind. Then I could hear the sound of some more footsteps.
That is when I realised for the first time that something was wrong. I grumpily turned around and took
the blanket off my eyes, wanting to look at the time. Instead of the red digits, all I could see was black,
darkness! I could not see anything! I could feel my trembling hands on my eyelids, carefully pushing
them up, but still all I could see was darkness. A jolt went up my spine and every particle of my body
started panicking. “Mom! Dad! What has happened to me? Why can’t I see?” I cried out in despair. A
few moments of silence and then thudding footsteps and next felt a hand on my face.
“Honey, are you sure of what you are saying? You have opened your eyes, of course you can see.”
Then instantly everything collapsed inside me as I realised what had happened. Had I become blind? I
was sure it wasn’t just a cruel joke, and I could hear the alarmed whisper of my parents, but their
voices seemed to be coming out of a badly tuned radio from some distance as I struggled to grasp what
was happening to me. The darkness was enclosing upon me, enveloping me in its suffocating hug. It
felt as if I had fallen into a chasm of darkness, with nothing to see, nowhere to go.
I could hear the frantic calls of my parents, but I had gone numb with shock. I desperately struggled to
keep my hold on reality as a million thoughts bounced off the walls of my brain at a break neck speed.
I do not remember whether I blacked out or not, as I could see nothing, nothing at all. I do not
remember whether I was silent, or crying out for help. In fact, I couldn’t remember anything at all.
Even in these vortex of emotions, I managed to calm down after a while, even though I was still
shivering. I fumbled to find the pole which I used for gymnastics, and unsteadily stood up. I could feel
my cheeks wet with tears and goose bumps on my arms.
I had often heard from old blind people that once one of your main senses, your eyes stop functioning,
the other sense organs become sharp. But here I was, in a panic-stricken state, maybe roaming around
aimlessly within the confines of my room. I think I hit my toe on the door and a blinding pain shot up
my back, and that is when I had a flashback.
I heard a voice in the room, but it was eerily strange, husky and commanding. I turned towards the
direction of the voice and heard it say, “Now do you understand the pain of blind people? You were
laughing at an old woman trying to cross the road yesterday. Now have a taste of your own medicine!”
the vivid memory flashed across my mind.
I couldn’t remember how much time had elapsed; was it minutes, hours or days? Even in this blinding
confusion, all I could remember was hysterically pleading for help and promising never to do that
again. The voice said some mysterious things and a blinding light flashed past my eyes. Just as I had
lost all hope, the sunlight dazzled my eyes; I could see again!
Snigdha Deshmukh – 10 A
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Knowing Thyself
‘Great minds talk about ideas; average minds talk about events and small minds talk about people’.
Well, stress is experienced by either average minds or small minds, because they tend to relate things
with a materialistic approach. Talking about events and people makes your mind confined to just the
happenings around. You tend to compare yourself with others and create a prejudiced mind. Having
prejudice, you begin to judge people and things, start garnering expectations and if things or people do
not go your way, you experience stress. So, the long and short of this is that stress is created by us and
again we are the ones who bear the consequences and suffer.
Stress can be reduced at two levels either by subsiding it or by removing it. People tend to take
medicines to reduce stress and some even get addicted to various drinks. But pushing it aside or
subsiding things just gives them the elasticity to rise up higher the next time. To lead a stress-free life,
we need to become people of ideas and not expectations. Though our body has many stress reducing
endorphins and hormones, they tend to remove stress at the temporal level only.
I being a pupil of Grade 10, have obviously experienced stress because even I would compare myself
to others and was highly competitive. Ironically enough, I wanted to win by losing myself, as when I
curbed my attention only towards studies, I lost attention of myself, stopped thinking about anything
beyond studies, garnered expectations for myself and was losing the analytical and ideological person
I used to be. When I got less marks, I was stressed; when I got good marks, I was happy. But this was
not the life I wanted – to be happy or sad because of things not completely under my control.
Realising my character’s fatality, I began to talk to myself in the mirror every day, to know what I
really should do. The answer always came to study and compete with no one else but with myself, find
myself higher and farther from yesterday and have the ideas and the courage to reveal them. This way
I began my journey to become stress-free.
Therefore, the only key to a stress-free life is to be yourself, not what others want you to be, have ideas
not expectations, learn to accept and aspire for more, talk to yourself, define your passion, have a
progressive approach and finally never compare anybody or anything because the seeds of stress are
sown at that very moment and then they grow at an unabated pace. So, in order to reduce stress, just be
yourself because everybody else has already been taken.

Taresh Batra
10 A
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MOM’S AND DAD’S DAY
The first day of the academic year 2016-17 for the Pre – Primary section commenced
with the parents and their wards assembling in the class room. The entrant were filled
with surprise, excitement, anxiousness and happiness and it was a sight to behold.
Children and parents entered their respective classrooms, their faces lit up with smiles.
Teachers warmly greeted and welcomed them into the respective classrooms.
After all the parents and children had assembled, the respective class teachers started
the session for the first day of the academic year by introducing themselves. They
presented the school’s Annual Report as well as the Pre-Primary activities of 2015-16
through a visual presentation.
During the session the children and their parents got acquainted with their classroom,
classmates and met their teachers. The teachers shared specific information about the
school, class rules, class activities, and the school calendar.
Parents experienced their ward’s typical day in school by being exposed to the same set
of activities that were performed by them like Circle Time, Theme Time. They
thoroughly enjoyed reliving their school days.
During the Circle Time, each parent pronounced
one school rule each, thus making sure that all
parents become acquainted with the various
school rules. An introductory activity was
initiated where the parents were requested to
help their wards to make book marks and table
mats during Theme Time.
All in all, it was a great interactive session
between parents, children and the teachers. It helped everybody realize that together we
can make a difference in a child’s life.
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CHOTA MASTER CHEF
Exploring and Experiencing the Culinary Skills
The Chota Master Chef activity gave children a chance to get hands on fireless cooking
experience and be able to relish their own creations. Children wore aprons and chef’s
cap for the occasion. They were briefed about the table manners and etiquettes.
They loved the chance to cook and present their food like adults. This helped them
develop pride and confidence in their skills and abilities. This activity challenged their
curiosity, thinking, creativity and observation.
Our young master chefs enjoyed cooking and were thrilled to taste recipes of their own
as well as their peers. Once their cooking activity was completed they shared their
preparations with teachers and friends. Some of the dishes were corn bhel, chana chaat,
caterpillar shaped salad, sandwiches, bhel, Monacco topping.
Children love to show what they can do and this activity provided them an opportunity
to gain a sense of accomplishment. The sheer happiness of the children at the end of the
activity gave us a glimpse of their confidence in their skills and abilities.

Young Chefs demostrating their culinary skills
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PUPPET SHOW- Puppets Come Alive!
A Puppet show on Golden Words was conducted on Tuesday , 7th June, 2016 in the
Pre - Primary section. The puppet show was conducted in the auditorium with the stick
puppets made by the teachers. The story was on four friends who come across a magical
tree which opened its door only when magical words were used. Situations when golden
words such as please ,thank you, sorry, excuse me and may I are used were shown in
different scenes through songs and music.
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EID CELEBRATION- Khwaja Mere Khwaja
We strive to instill the values of peace, compassion and tolerance in our children. We
celebrate festivals of different religions with enthusiasm in order to let the children have
a glimpse of India as a secular and united nation.
Ramzan ID is an important religious holiday celebrated by Muslims worldwide that
marks the end of Ramadan, the Islamic holy month of fasting. Ramzan ID festival was
celebrated on 5th July, 2016. The children were taught the significance of the festival. A
PPT explaining the values of Ramzan EID was shown and children witnessed the same
on the smart board. A card was made by each one of them. Children of Sr.KG had also
brought sweets which were shared and relished amongst their friends. A dramatization
was performed by the teachers of Pre-Primary for all the pupils where the importance
and values of religion were emphasized. The pupils enjoyed this Ramzan ID festival
with their classmates and teachers. The festival came to an end on a joyous note.
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PROUD OF MY GURU -

THE GURU INSPIRES
THE GURU TEACHES
THE GURU SHOWS THE WAY

On account of Guru Purnima ‘Proud of my Guru’ activity was conducted on Tuesday,
19th July 2016.
Our students understood the importance of ‘GURU’ and shared their views, recited
Shlokas and sang rhymes and songs with amazing confidence and great love.
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FIELDTRIP
The tiny explorers of the Nursery section went on an
excursion to the Heritage Park on 18th July, 2016. They
assembled in their classrooms and were shown a video
on ‘JADHAV PAYENG’, the forest man of India and
his efforts in singlehandedly developing a forest.
On reaching the venue, students immediately got down
from the school bus and formed a queue to enter in the
huge garden. They were enthusiastic to see the different
trees, plants and flowers like- banyan trees, coconut
trees, date trees and banana trees and plants like Lily
and Roses. They enjoyed touching the rough & hard
textured barks and the soft & smooth flower petals.
They found some creepy creatures in the garden likeants, spiders, toads and caterpillar and colorful butterflies, some water birds, monkeys,
cows and crows, sparrows, squirrels… and a beautiful Kingfisher bird with its beautiful
red beak.
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FIELDTRIP
The students were accompanied by their teachers to the
Powai Police Station and IIT-Powai Post Office. The
children saw the Police Station and spoke to the policemen
who showed them many things like handcuffs and police
van. At the IIT Post Office, children took the letters
written by them to post it to their parents. They
understood the working of the Postal System and the
various departments of the Post Office. Children thanked
them for their contribution for the society with a Thank you card.
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JANMASHTAMI – Truth, Devotion and Joy
Birthday is a word that brings a smile on everyone’s face. Janmashtami is the birthday
of Lord Krishna and is celebrated with great devotion and enthusiasm in India. In our
school Janmashtami was celebrated on Tuesday, 23rd August, 2016. Children were
dressed in the most beautiful traditional attire. Our Pre Primary teachers enacted the
story of Lord Krishna through a specially scripted dance drama that depicted his life
from birth till the teachings of the Bhagvad Gita to Arjuna in the Mahabharata. Children
had a great time reciting shlokas and dancing to the different tunes of Krishna’s songs.
It was an enjoyable learning experience for our children.
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RAKSHABANDHAN - Bond of Love and Affection
Rakshabandhan was a delightful celebration for the children. They learnt about
the bond of love between brothers and sisters. The girls tied Rakhis to the boys.
The children exchanged sweets and also made their own Rakhis to take home.
This celebration taught our students about our Indian traditions and
values.
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SADHBHAVANA YATRA – Message of Goodwill
Sadhbhavana Yatra was an event to inculcate
social awareness in our young children. Our
students from the Pre-Primary section assembled
in 2 different venues at the same time in Raheja
Vihar and Heritage Garden in Hiranandani to
spread a message of goodwill. All the children
sang very well. Teachers had composed simple
slogans for the Jr. KG and Sr. KG students, which
they understood and enunciated with great energy. Some Sr. KG children brought hand
puppets of birds and animals, which they handled enthusiastically. It was a wonderful
experience for children, parents and teachers. Rain did not hamper our spirit. Both
parents and teachers appreciated children for their wonderful performance. Many
people stopped to watch, and contributed in helping control traffic where children were
boarding the buses. Through this Yatra, we are
sure our little ones have given a huge message to
one and all.
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Ganesh ChathurtiGanpati Bappa Morya!
In order to make children aware of the uses of the waste material, and to give them a
lesson on reducing waste to save our future, a ‘Best out of Waste’ competition was
organised for children. Children got household waste materials right from waste ropes
to broken bangles and made different and lovely decorative pieces. Some children also
made rangolis. Teachers and children together made modaks in the classroom.
A talk on importance of ecofriendly Ganesha was conducted by our facilitator from the
Art Department.

GRANDPARENTS DAY – Holding the Hands that Mould the Future
Our children’s grandparents were warmly welcomed with their Kodak moments
dressing them as King and Queen and the little ones as princes and princesses. The
students welcomed their grandparents with songs and dance performances. They were
overwhelmed to see the video clippings of their grandchildren speaking about them.
The grandparents sang melodious bhajans, lullabies and regional songs. After that,
games were played by grandparents and their grandchildren with tremendous joy and
enthusiasm. The Best dressed Grandpa and Grandma were also awarded with
certificates. Teachers of the Pre-Primary section presented a dance drama on the birth
and life of Krishna which was highly appreciated by our grandparents.
Lastly we wished them goodbye with lovely handwritten letters by their respective
grandchild and a lovely bookmark cum showpiece made by the young ones as a token
of love. They were given refreshments. The Grandparents day concluded with lots of
appreciation, thanking each one of us for reviving and reliving their childhood.
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DIWALI PARTY – Festival of Lights
On 25th October our little ones celebrated Diwali in school. They arrived in traditional
attire and assembled in their classrooms. A short video on the story behind celebrating
Diwali and its importance was shared. We then spoke about the hazards of bursting
crackers and encouraged them to celebrate eco-friendly Diwali by saying NO to
crackers. Then we prepared the Aarti thali and the children made rangolis, toran, diyas
and lanterns out of waste materials. We then moved to the auditorium for the dance
party, where the children danced to the rhythm of popular Diwali songs and thoroughly
enjoyed with their friends.

GARBA RAAS- Triumph of Good over Evil
Students celebrated Dussehra- the triumph of good over evil and the prevalence of truth
above all.
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CHILDREN’S DAY – Joy of Childhood
Children’s Day is celebrated in India on the
birthday of Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru,
independent India’s first Prime Minister. A
cultural programme was organised by the
teachers alongwith the PTA members.
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MERI GUDIYA KI SHAADI – Promises to Keep
Marriages are celebrated all over India with pomp and
gaiety, combining traditional values of family bonding
and lifelong commitment with fun, entertainment and
feasting. Our teachers enacted a ‘Meri Gudiya Ki
Shaadi’ activity in our Pre - Primary section depicting
an Indian wedding in which they themselves acted as
marionettes.
The moment children came to school in the best of
their attire, they assembled in their respective class rooms. They had haldi and mehndi
celebrations. Girls applied mehndi with marker pens to each other and boys applied
tilak with sandal wood paste. Then, with dhol Sr.KG. children went dancing from lift
area to auditorium. Junior kg children were waiting in the auditorium to welcome the
wedding procession. The students watched the skit enacted by the teachers, which
conveyed good family values. They had a lovely feast on plantain leaves. After the
wedding ceremony and feast, children went back home. It was an exciting and fun filled
day for all.
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Flora and Fauna – Coexisting Together
On 5th December, 2016 we celebrated ‘Flora ‘n’ Fauna’. Our
students came dressed like plants and animals and spoke about
the importance of plants and animals in our life. We talked about
the vital role they play in our ecosystem, and the need to conserve
them for the betterment of our future. They then visited the IIT B
campus for a field trip to see the varied flora and fauna there. It
was truly a delightful experience indeed!
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SALUTE THE NATION - Patriotism
Celebrating national festivals in school helps inculcate in our children
the feeling of belonging to the country we live in, brotherhood,
patriotism, respect towards elders, honesty and other core values. It
helps them grow into responsible citizens. So, on 25th January, 2016,
we decided to have an activity, ‘Salute the Nation’, through which we
made an effort to explain to children the significance of Republic Day
in India.
Children came dressed as different national leaders and freedom fighters and spoke a
few lines about their character. They also brought a tricolour snack in their tiffin.
Such special celebrations help foster imagination, creativity, communication and
collaboration in our children, besides helping to instill the collective national spirit in
them.
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SHARING DAY – We Care, We Share
Sharing is an attitude and a skill that children need to learn,
in order to cooperate and keep friends. Teaching children to
share helps them become caring and loving and will act like
the fuel to the lamp of humanity which shall be embedded in
their character. Hence it was decided to include this activity
in the Pre-Primary schedule.
The human mind in the early stages of life, when the child is in preschool is fragile and
developing. During this stage teaching children about sharing will be like an impulse
and will benefit the child tremendously. Keeping this in mind, we celebrated the sharing
day in a simple yet enjoyable manner.
The children were asked to bring a toy, a picture book and some dry snacks to school.
They shared their toys, books and found joy in sharing their goodies with their friends.
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ANNUAL DAY - Reflections
The Pre-Primary section of Pawar Public School, Chandivali
celebrated the Annual Day on the 10th of February, 2017. The
function was held in the auditorium of the school. The event had
two shows. The first show was held in the morning while the
second show was held in the evening. The show comprised of a
colourful variety of performances by the children of our school. The stage was
beautifully decorated with a castle, a chocolate house and a breathtaking garden
especially made for the event.
The theme for the programme was ‘Reflections’. The idea behind
the theme was to know your inner beauty. This was portrayed by
an enactment of the popular fairy tale ‘Snow white and the seven
dwarfs’ with a creative climactic twist intermixing with the story
of Roald Dahl’s popular book ‘Charlie and the Chocolate Factory’.
Our Jr. KG. students were the Masters of the Ceremony. The
function commenced with the welcome song followed by the play. The dazzling display
of dances by children with perfect steps to the tune and rhythm kept the audience rapt
and cheering. The fairy tale ‘Snow white and the seven dwarfs’ was enacted beautifully
by the children. The highlight of the programme was the little ones conducting the
entire programme themselves with enthusiasm.
Indeed, it was a theme which aroused feelings of deep empathy and understanding
within all. It was an unforgettable experience for children, teachers and parents alike.
All the students left learning several lessons that day. First of teamwork, second of
perseverance, third of hard work, and the most important one, that external beauty is not
as important as your inner beauty and character, which was the theme of this entire
event.
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Reflections
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YOUNG SCIENTIST- Think, Explore, Conclude!

Hands-on science activities give
children a chance to engage their
multiple senses. Children learn by
doing. Hands-on science encourages the
children to observe, ask questions,
touch, smell, experiment and make
discoveries on their own. Critical
thinking skills are enhanced during such
science activities. Kids can ask the why,
how, and what questions. Even better,
they can help answer the questions themselves. They can learn the scientific process
along the way. Hence Pre-Primary section conceived of the ‘Young Scientist’ activity.
On the day of the event children were dressed up as young scientists,
filled with enthusiasm. The teachers could see that not only the
children but also the parents had put in a lot of hard work. All the
experiments were innovative. They included mixing colors, magic
milk, magnetism and static electricity. The children performed these
activities in front of their fellow classmates. The young scientist
activity not only made them enthusiastic towards science but also
sowed the seed of confidence which will help them battle shyness and
stage fright in the future.
They have also learnt to use equipment safely and correctly. Children
had the opportunity to develop their observational skills and identify
changes and differences such as changes in matter, predicting, asking
questions. Every child could perform well and explain the concept to
the class. Our smart young scientists showed us different experiments
such as concept of day & night, magnetic effect, float& sink, density,
concept of hot air balloon.
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GRADUATION DAY - Wings to Fly!
We are soon coming to the end of our current school
year and in honor of the time we have spent together
and what the future holds, we celebrate with a fun,
simple, but very memorable preschool graduation…
All children were involved in the graduation
celebration. We celebrated it in the classrooms. The
students from Jr. KG performed an invocation dance, The students from grade 1
welcomed their juniors with a small prayer and the students from Sr. KG sang ‘When
the sun shining in the
window….’, they proudly
received their Pre Primary
graduation certificates. The
students were brimming with
confidence as they were
called on the stage.
The
certificates were specially
designed for Graduation Day.
The young graduates then
sang a Graduation Day song,
then a small skit was
presented by Grade 1.The programme concluded with the students of Grade 1
performing a dance on Bal Ganesha. The full programme was narrated by Sr. KG.
children. The children received a beautiful takeaway, a photo frame with a photo and a
graduation gown and cap especially designed by the class teachers, when they collected
their certificates.
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SAFETY – Better Safe than Sorry
Teachers performed a Street Play which was based on safety in the school, outside, and
at home. The basic motive was to make them understand how to be safe and how to
take care of themselves.
Children enjoyed the street play and after that many students gave more inputs on how
to be safe at home or outside.
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An article titled as Creating Agile Library through
E-discovery Tools written by our School Librarian
Mr. Manoj Sonawane
was very well received by readers

Mrs. Lakshmi Krishnan, Coordinator of Pre-Primary Section
(Nursery & Jr.KG) is one of the TOP 500 NATION RANK
HOLDERS IN THE CENTA TEACHING PROFESSIONALS’
OLYMPIAD TPO 2016!
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Mr. Fraz Shaikh a proud recipient of
a Gold Medal in Kata event and a Silver Medal in Kumite event
at an international Championship
held at Srilanka in May- 2016

Mrs. Ramila Cooper, HOD Hindi Department was felicitated by
Madhuban Publications for her outstanding contribution in
teaching Hindi Language.
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Headmistress of Elementary Section, Mrs. Anupama Dube has won
the DESH APNAYEN CHAMPION TEACHER AWARD 2016-17.

Token of appreciation being received by our Principal,
Dr. Madhura Phadke on behalf of PPSC from Ms. Nishi Jauhar
and Mr. Anustup Nayak from XSEED, for bringing the class alive
with this application based curriculum.
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Pawar Public School, Chandivali ranked No.1 in India under the Top ICSE Parameter
for ‘Individual Attention’ in a survey conducted by EducationToday.co.

we dedicate this achievement to the entire teaching / non-teaching staff of our school
and above all our dear students and parents who have always been partners in all
our endeavors.
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